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Health Gratitude is not just good for you;
it’s good for the people around you G4

Television Jeremy Irons plays most notorious
man to head the Vatican in ‘The Borgias’ G3

Bringing it home
Jim Kilpatrick, a.k.a. Shotgun Jimmie, was having
a rough morning in Edmonton on the return leg
of his recent western Canada CD release tour with
Christine Fellows. He had been travelling for 12
days already and had to get ready for the day’s drive
to Bruno,Sask.
Then he remembered his new record, Transistor

Sister, was supposed to be reviewed in the Globe
and Mail that day. To hear Kilpatrick tell the story
he wasn’t eagerly waiting to see the review, like it
wasn’t a big deal.But he decided to check it out any-
way.
“And there it was: R.E.M. – three stars; Shotgun

Jimmie – three-and-a-half stars,”Kilpatrick says.
So far his better-than-R.E.M. record, his third solo

full-length, has generated similar warm receptions
across Canada. The first 20 LPs he brought sold out
at the first show,and he had to get more copies.And
the record-breaking sales have continued.
“This does feel like the best tour ever. I’m in full

stride. I’ve got this new record out. It really seems
like people are interested in it. I’m getting lots of
attention and it’s just really fun. It’s exciting. I feel
like I’m living the dream,you know.”
And Kilpatrick is making sure he’s enjoying the

ride. When I reach him on the phone he’s soaking
up the spring sunshine outside a restaurant in Sud-
bury.His plans after lunch are to go to Value Village,
check out Science North –“a science museum, but

the Northern Ontario version,”Kilpatrick explains –
and maybe visit a nickel mine.
Although Transistor Sister features largely nostal-

gic tales delivered with a Daniel Johnston-like dir-
ectness, Kilpatrick’s everyday zest influenced the
tone.
“I didn’t really have a plan for an umbrella theme

for the record but, after finishing it, it’s become
more apparent that there are different themes
of nostalgia in there. I think it’s because I’m just
as stoked about what’s happening as I am stoked
about the nostalgic,best moments thus far in life.
“I’m inspired with the current state of awesome-

ness and I feel it resonates with the old days of awe-
someness, sympathetic vibrations or something.”
Kilpatrick’s best used-clothes find so far was a

snap-button cowboy shirt in Kamloops,B.C.
“Guaranteed, next time you see me I will be wear-

ing that shirt, for sure, because I’ll probably wear it
every day until it falls to pieces.”
He also bought new Shotgun Jimmie band uni-

forms – cowboy shirts, of course – in Regina for his
backing musicians.
“They look sharp in them. It makes them broad

shouldered, like any good cowboy shirt does. It
makes them look like tough guys. It’s important, es-
pecially in a town like Sudbury, to have a tough guy-
looking entourage.”
Apparel and antics aside, the highlight of the tour

for Kilpatrick has been all his musician friends

Shotgun Jimmie features his third album ‘Transistor Sister’ in his adopted home of Sackville tonight at 8 p.m. at the Royal Canadian Legion with opening act SlowdownMolasses from Saskatoon. The cover charge is $6. Photo: Courtesy Pigeon row

Music Riding the success of his new CD, Shotgun Jimmie makes his last stop on his latest tour in Sackville
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pixies to reprise underground
classic album atMoncton show

The sweet flavour lingered like the tension in the
air. Little Joey Santiago chewed on a chunk of sugar
cane, sucking the juices from the splintery pulp, as
he listened and tried to understand what his par-
ents were saying about the martial law that was
about to fall on the Philippines.
“After school we used to buy sugar canes, that was

my treat and we could gnaw on them to get the
sugar out,”The Pixies guitarist says of his earliest re-
collections in his hometown of Manila.“I was very
young, but I remember my parents and my uncles
kept talking about the guerrillas that were out
there. And I thought they meant the actual apes,
that gorilla apes were just roaming the streets, until
they told me it was kind of like a terrorist group.
That was a lot scarier, it made me wish for actual
gorillas.”
Santiago and his family immigrated to America

just as President Ferdinand Marcos’s crackdown
began, suffocating any Filipino uprising in 1972.
Yet, those surreal times followed the shy little day-
dreamer for the rest of his life.

Pixies’ frontman Black Francis may have been the
acoustic auteur of Debaser, Here Comes Your Man
and Monkey Gone to Heaven, but Santiago scored
those surreal lyrics with his equally twisted riffs.
That strange symbiosis between singer and guitar-

ist helped morph Doolittle, the band’s third album,
into an underground landmark in 1989 that went
on to influence the likes of Kurt Cobain and The
Smashing Pumpkins’James Iha.
Their legend swelled over the years and, a decade

after bitter studio squabbles that tore the band
apart, The Pixies reunited in 2004. Since then the
band has meticulously revisited its breakthrough al-
bum on a series of tours, including a stop at Casino
New Brunswick in Moncton on April 10.
The troupe will play Doolittle from front to back,

with the relevant single B-sides, at the Moncton
concert, and that bizarre harmony between the
lyrics Francis yelps and the brittle notes Santiago
bends will be on full display.
“The way he approaches the lyrics just doesn’t

lend itself to the basic way of playing. You have to
avoid obvious scales like the pentatonic, or the

Musician Joey Santiago and singer/musician Frank Black of The Pixies perform in New York City. The Pixies will perform
their 1989 underground classic album ‘Doolittle’ during an April 10 concert in Moncton. Photo: stePhen Lovekin/getty images
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